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Abstract
Multimodal analysis examines how different modes, such as space, gesture, and language,
instantiate meaning together. In this paper, a Systemic Functional-Multimodal Discourse
Analysis demonstrates how teachers enact their pedagogy with their students across
modes through what is represented experientially, how relationships between people are
construed interpersonally, and how coherent texts are realized textually. This paper is a
preliminary study of classroom data from a larger project looking at the multimodal
pedagogy of Japanese secondary school teachers of English through the paired lenses of
Systemic Functional-Multimodal Discourse Analysis and Legitimation Code Theory. It
demonstrates how methods from these perspectives may be productively combined.
How this teacher builds cumulative knowledge multimodally can be uncovered through
the analysis of pedagogic register (Rose, 2018) and exchange (Berry, 1981; Martin and
Rose, 2007), as well as classroom space and representing and textual action (Amundrud,
2017; Martin and Zappavigna, 2019). How both gesture and dialogic exchange between
the teacher and students modulate the contextual relation of the knowledge construed in
class is also explored via semantic gravity, which looks at how closely connected
knowledge practices are to their context (Maton, 2014). As a preliminary study, the paper
closes with limitations and future directions for this pedagogic multimodality research.
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When teachers teach, how does their use not only of language, but also other modes like
gesture and classroom space contribute to their teaching? Classrooms are complex
multimodal environments that involve “simultaneous engagements with at least the
modalities of speech, written texts, visuals, space, and body language” (Hood, 2011: 31).
Research in recent decades has examined how modes such as gesture embody and enable
foreign language teaching alongside spoken and written language from such diverse
perspectives as Conversation Analysis (e.g., Jakonen, 2020) and Second Language
Acquisition (e.g., Sato, 2020).

A further perspective on the multimodal realization of classroom pedagogy utilized in
examining classroom multimodality (for instance, Hood, 2011; Komarawan, 2019; or
Lim, 2021) comes from the tradition of Systemic-Functional Linguistics (SFL) and
Systemic-Functional Multimodal Discourse Analysis (SF-MDA) particularly. Systemic-
Functional Multimodal Discourse Analysis “is concerned with the meaning potential of
semiotic resources distributed across strata...and the theory/analysis of the integrative
meaning of semiotic choices in multimodal discourse” (O’Halloran, 2008: 444). Through
systemic and functional multimodal analyses, teachers, and analysts can conceptualize how
meanings are made across modes through a single robust integrated theoretical architecture
(Lim, 2021). Complementing SFL, in the past decade there has been a proliferation of work
developing Legitimation Code Theory (LCT), which explores knowledge practices ac-
cording to their organizing principles of knowledge, or legitimation codes (Maton, 2014),
including within language teaching (Amundrud, Inako, Edsall, 2020).

This paper introduces ongoing research into the multimodal, bilingual pedagogy of
Japanese teachers of English whose secondary English as a Foreign Language (EFL)
classes are held under the guidelines of Japan’s Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports,
Society, and Technology (文部科学省, which is officially abbreviated in English as
MEXT) to teach English in English in both lower and upper secondary schools (MEXT,
2011; MEXT, n.d.).

The methods and analysis presented in this paper will demonstrate a perspective on
classroom discourse that incorporates language, space, and gesture, and which examines
both the discursive structure of the pedagogy practiced as well as its unfolding connection
to context. After explaining the core ideas of SF-MDA and LCT, the data and methods
used in this study will be discussed. Subsequently, three analyses of a single transcript
from the classroom of a single pseudonymous teacher-participant, Kenta, will demon-
strate the usefulness of these integrated systemic, multimodal, LCT-based theory, and
methods in investigating pedagogic practice, and thus further the theoretical development
and interdisciplinary dialogue of multimodal theories in multilingual environments.

Theoretical foundations

Analyzing language through SFL

Systemic-Functional Linguistics describes language as “a social semiotic,” or a resource
people use to accomplish their purposes by expressing meanings in context (Halliday,
1978). As such, “language is seen as a social resource; meanings are negotiated in social
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contexts by social beings” (Burns and Knox, 2005: 236). Accordingly, a systemic and
functional multimodal discourse analysis examines how modes—which are semiotic
resources that are shaped by culture, and which are based on yet distinct from their
material substrates (Bateman, 2011)—create meaning through systems of choice, both
individually and in relation to other modes, including language. It is important to note here
that this meaning of “mode” is distinct from the variable of register in SFL of the same
name that describes the role language plays in context of situation (e.g., Halliday and
Hasan, 1985).

The construal of meaning as systems of choice consisting of what could have been said
versus what was said (Rose andMartin, 2012) gives SFL its “systemic”moniker. Systemic-
functional linguistics is “functional” in that, through the analysis of language in use, it is
possible to identify how people use language and other modes, and how these modes are
indeed structured for use (Eggins, 2004). In SFL, language is theorized as making three
kinds of meanings, calledmetafunctions, simultaneously (Halliday andMatthiessen, 2013):
ideational, in how our experience of the world is construed; interpersonal, in howmeanings
are enacted between participants in a text, or between interlocuters; and textual, in how
meanings in a text cohere with their context to make a structured text.

In SFL, context is modeled as strata at different levels of abstraction through reali-
zation, so that “social contexts are realized through texts which are realized through
sequences of clauses (Martin and Rose, 2007: 4).” Although all strata are relevant to the
examination of language and meaning in context, significant to this study are the strata of
lexicogrammar, discourse semantics, and register. Lexicogrammar provides the gram-
matical structures through which words can be combined into potentially infinite
meanings (Eggins, 2004).Discourse semantics allows analysts to account for meanings in
texts beyond clause level. The discourse semantic system of negotiation, which is
concerned with the interaction between speakers, is of particular importance to the
analysis of classroom interaction. Negotiation is analyzed through exchange, or how
moves are organized in relation to each other, such as how speakers give knowledge in
primary knower (K1) moves, or how teachers in delayed primary knower (DK1) moves
alert students to display knowledge in subsequent secondary knower (K2) moves (Berry,
1981; Martin and Rose, 2007). Finally, essential to the analysis of pedagogy used in this
study is register, which describes the context of situation, most relevantly here in terms of
field, which describes the discourse patterns of realizing social activities (Martin and
Rose, 2007), and tenor, which describes the relationships between participants (Martin,
1992). These frameworks from SFL form the basis on which the present study is
grounded.

Analyzing pedagogy through pedagogic register

This study analyzes classroom talk through pedagogic register, which consists of
“pedagogic activities that are negotiated in pedagogic relations between teachers and
learners, and presented through pedagogic modalities” such as of speaking and writing
(Rose, 2018: 1). Pedagogic register is enacted in language through the discourse semantic
system of negotiation (Rose, 2018: 4), described above.
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The three pedagogic register systems of interest here are interacts, acts, and cycle
phases. Interacts and acts are “two simultaneous systems for the structuring of pedagogic
relations” (Rose, 2018: 6). Interacts model learner and teacher roles in, for instance,
teachers or learners inquiring, learners displaying knowledge, or teacher’s presentation or
evaluation involving either affirmation or rejection. Acts are distinguished between
observable behavioral acts and inferable conscious acts of sensing, thinking, and
feeling. Finally, cycle phases model the elements of pedagogic structure within the
learning activities that constitute a lesson. Knowledge is “acquired/construed” by
learners in a learning task, which is usually focused and evaluated by the teacher.
Learners are often prepared to succeed in these learning tasks in advance, and the
knowledge that they acquire/construe is subsequently elaborated (Rose, 2018: 21).
Specific examples of interacts, acts, and cycle phases will be discussed in the first
section of the Analysis below.

Beyond modeling pedagogic discourse, crucial to the analysis of talk in multilingual
classrooms is a means to investigate language choices. This research utilizes the
systemic framework of language shift (Kartika-Ningsih, 2020; Kartika-Ningsih and
Rose, 2018), which describe the multilingual classroom interactions in which meaning
making is realized in two or more languages. Language shift includes not only code-
switching/mixing, but also translation and paraphrase between languages. Language
shift is favored as a construct to describe this phenomenon because it is explicitly
designed to describe the structure of how participants, and particularly teachers, choose
which languages, and how languages are shifted between both between and within
moves in exchange.

Analyzing space and gesture through Multimodal Discourse Analysis

Multimodal Discourse Analysis provides tools for describing how classroom space and
gesture mean.

Classroom space in this study is analyzed as a system in the interpersonal metafunction
because material proximity communicates semiotic proximity; how close or distant a
speaker is from their audience influences the breadth of meanings they can physically
make (Matthiessen, 2009). The system of classroom space is based on the position of
teachers in relation to students in the classroom and the kinds of teaching and meaning-
making teachers can do in those spaces (Amundrud, 2017; Lim et al., 2012). The system
network for classroom space used in this study is shown in Figure 1.

The selection of each option in the system of classroom space is contingent upon the
nature of the activity that is taking place, and so locations within the classroom may
perform different functions within this system at different points in the lesson. In in-
terpersonal space, teachers are next to students and can consult them on their work; in
classwork space, students work at their desks and teachers may observe; in supervisory
space, teachers silently move behind and between rows of students to ensure task
compliance; and in personal space, generally at the front of the classroom, teachers
arrange their personal belongings and prepare for the lesson. The choices for classroom
space relevant here are authoritative space and monitoring space. Authoritative space is
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usually furthest from students at the front of the classroom; as this is from where the
teacher-participant mainly gives instruction and direction, like many teachers, it is where
the teacher’s power in terms of tenor is most salient. Finally, in monitoring space, a novel
choice proposed in this paper, teachers can give instruction, as in authoritative space,
while standing between rows of students, thus having greater proximity to them, as in
interactional space and supervisory space, and so can both observe and provide in-
structional scaffolding to individual students and the entire class.

Gesture is an essential element of how teachers represent knowledge, relate to students,
and organize learning in the classroom. The functional typology of gesture developed in
systemic functional multimodal discourse analytic studies is designed to facilitate re-
searcher annotation and teacher reflection on the types of gestures used in teaching, and
the meanings conveyed through them (Lim, 2021: 67). Although all three metafunctions
are in play when analyzing gesture, this paper will focus mainly on how gestures realize
ideational meaning in pedagogy, as shown in in the system network for representing
action in Figure 2.

The system of representing action provides systematic options for gestures, both
correspondent with and independent of language. Following Martin and Zappavigna
(2019), this system is hypothesized to coincide with discourse semantics. However,
developing upon the broader description of paralanguage given by Martin and
Zappavigna (2019), it provides an additional layer of delicacy for representing ges-
tural semiosis that explicitly describes the meanings embodied (Lim, 2021). Through this
system, gestures are posited as activities that illustrate or embody a change in position,
items that depict real or abstract entities or emblems, or qualities that demonstrate the
characteristics of an item (Amundrud, 2017: 202). These options for representing action

Figure 1. System of classroom space, derived from Amundrud (2017); Lim et al. (2012)
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describe what on “Kendon’s continuum” (McNeil, 1992) are called metaphorics, icons,
and emblems, but with their relation to language more distinct.

Beyond the system for representing action shown in Figure 2, textual actions are
committed by deictic, pointing gestures, through which the teacher brings in other ideas
and people into their talk (Martin and Zappavigna, 2019). Both representing and textual
actions will be described in more detail in the analysis of the classroom data in terms of
both the multimodal composition of the classroom text as well as the structuring of
knowledge as examined through LCT.

Analyzing knowledge through LCT

Legitimation Code Theory examines the different forms taken in different fields of human
endeavor by contextually defined knowledge practices, whose organizing principles, or
legitimation codes, are conceived in terms of relative strength or weakness (Amundrud,
Inako, and Edsall, 2020). “Legitimation” here means how these knowledge practices both
approximate and shape the “rules of the game” as to what defines achievement in their
respective field (Maton, 2014: 17).

The three main dimensions currently investigated by LCT are Specialization, which
examines the grounds for achievement within knowledge practices according to epistemic
and social relations, Autonomy, which examines the relations of practices as modeled
between separate social universes, and Semantics (Maton, 2017). As its name indicates,
the dimension of Semantics is concerned with meaning (Ingold and O’Sullivan, 2017),
and allows analysts to examine the context dependency of knowledge practices through
semantic gravity (SG) (Maton, 2014). Semantic gravity describes “the degree to which
meaning relates to its context...The stronger the SG+, the more closely meaning is related
to its context; the weaker the gravity (SG–), the less dependent meaning is” on its social or
symbolic context (Maton, 2011: 65). Although developments in LCT have led to the
distinction in terminology of this principle as “epistemic-semantic gravity” from other
forms of semantic gravity, these developments do not concern the present analysis, and so
only “semantic gravity”will be used. As will be seen in the analysis below, this social and
symbolic context can be co-created through gesture, resulting in the strengthening of SG
and the closer connection of meaning to context.

Figure 2. System of representing action, derived from Amundrud (2017).
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Legitimation Code Theory analyses use bespoke translation devices, such as in Table
1, to provide an external language of description for the data under examination based on
the principles of the dimension in question (Maton and Doran, 2017). Doran and Maton
(2020) propose the following principles for translating SG, shown in the translation
device in Table 1. Discourse is translated into SG by determining first the type—symbolic
or manifest—and then the subtype. The movement in type from symbolic to manifest
visualizes a movement from lesser context dependency to greater context dependency.
Symbolics display stability in their meanings through their position in specialized
symbolic domains and so are less dependent on the material context of the discourse in
question. Symbolics are divided into two subtypes: conceptual symbolics are more distant
from a material context and lack potential for physical presence, whilematerial symbolics
are closer to a physical context and can evoke physical presence. For example, a con-
ceptual symbolic, like that in Line 4 (Appendix B), might refer to an entirely abstract
epistemic entity. Meanwhile, a material symbolic, such as in Line 14 (Appendix B), might
refer to items that evoke physicality, like cars or carbon dioxide, while part of a specialized
domain, such as car sharing and its role in reducing atmospheric carbon dioxide as is
featured in the textbook passage used in this excerpt. On the other hand, manifests are not
given meaning by their location in a specialized domain, as symbolics are, and so they are
more dependent upon their surrounding context for stable meanings. Manifests are also
divided into two subtypes; manifest intangibles, which do not evoke a material context or
have the potential to be physically perceived, and manifest tangibles, which can both
evoke a physical context and have the potential for physical presence, such as the student
display in Line 8 (Appendix B). The final section of the subsequent Analysis, as well as
Appendix B, both demonstrate in practice how pedagogic discourse is analyzed for SG
through the translation device in Table 1.

The theoretical frameworks described in this review will be deployed to address the
following research question: How do the complementary analyses from SF-MDA of
pedagogic register and multimodal classroom space and gesture, and of SG from LCT,
reveal knowledge construction within and across modes in classroom data?

Table 1. Translation device for semantic gravity, following Doran and Maton (2020).

SG TYPE Subtype Description

symbolic conceptual Symbolic maintain stable meanings in specialized domains. Symbolic
conceptuals cannot be physically present and are therefore distant
from material context.

material Unlike symbolic conceptuals, symbolic materials can potentially be
physically present, and thus are less distant from material context.

manifest intangible Manifests maintain stable meanings through their dependence on a given
context. Manifest intangibles do not evoke a material context and are
not physically perceptable.

tangible Unlike manifest intangibles, manifest tangibles have the potential for
physical presence.
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Methods

This section describes the classroom data used in this research and the analytic methods
used to explore it. The purpose of this research is to better understand how Japanese
teachers of English in secondary schools deploy the three modes of classroom space, gaze,
and gesture in the conduct of their lessons. As such, it does not look at student texts or
utterances in detail.

This paper contains data collected from the class of a single high school Japanese
teacher of English participant, Kenta (pseudonym), in Spring 2020. Institutional research
procedures for the author’s institution were followed, and consent for audio-video data
collection and observation was given by both Kenta and the high school principal for four
recorded observations of a single second-year private high school English Communi-
cation (n = 38) class in February 2020, plus one unrecorded pilot observation in January
2020. According to Kenta, the school is on the lower end of prefectural hensachi (偏差

値), or T-scores that show the standardized rank of schools (Sasaki, 2008), and which are
commonly, albeit informally, used by teachers in Japan to advise students on their ac-
ademic paths. In the classes observed, Kenta was teaching students about the sharing
economy, and car sharing in this lesson specifically, using a MEXT-approved high school
textbook, Power On: English Communication II (Azami, 2018).

For this study, video was recorded on a prosumer video camera in the rear of
classroom, and a GoPro was placed on the teacher’s desk to capture teacher movement
outside main camera range. Audio was recorded with a video camera lapel microphone
and a voice recorder backup that the teacher carried in his breast pocket. Shortly after in-
person observations, which were accompanied by informational in-person and email
interviews, videos were first annotated to identify the generic structure of each lesson and
points of interest. Individual lesson segments were subsequently excerpted for profes-
sional transcription and translation of Japanese utterances. The resulting transcripts and
translations, with researcher correction, were then entered into the data analysis software,
Multimodal Analysis Video (Multimodal Analysis Company, n.d.). This software enables
the analyst to simultaneously grasp the breadth of system choices occurring across modes
examined, and exports coded data to Excel.

The final methodological consideration here is how this data was coded for language,
gesture and classroom space, and SG. Moves, which are where “speaker change could
occur without turn transfer being seen as an interruption” (Eggins and Slade, 1997: 186),
were the basic unit of analysis for talk, and gestures and changes in space were coded as
they occurred. Language for both English and Japanese (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2013;
Martin and Rose, 2007; Teruya, 2007), classroom space, and gesture (Amundrud, 2017)
were coded first, according to the systems outlined in the previous section, and SG was
coded on the second pass.

Analysis and discussion

From the above review of the literature on SF-MDA and LCT, and the subsequent
description of the methods applying them to the present study, let us now look at two
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transcripts of the same excerpt from one of Kenta’s lessons, and examine the excerpt
through the lens of pedagogic register in Appendix A, and that of classroom space and
gesture, and SG, in Appendix B. Both transcripts include line numbers (#), speakers Kenta
(K) and students (S), and exchange (Ex.). Following Teruya (2007), lines featuring either
Japanese or language shift are written first in their original language choice, then in
syntactic English translation, and last glossed in English. Appendix A contains columns
analyzing pedagogic register and language shift, and Appendix B contains columns
analyzing multimodality in terms of classroom space and gesture, as well as semantics in
terms of SG.

Pedagogic register and language shift

This subsection will start to demonstrate the utility of pedagogic register and language
shift in analyzing classroom discourse through a summary of the lesson excerpt presented
in Appendix A. In this excerpt, Kenta is reviewing the content of the reading the students
completed in a previous class about the benefits of car sharing. This specific excerpt was
chosen because it demonstrates Kenta’s use of initiation-feedback-response (IRF) se-
quences to review this material with his students and help them find the answers in their
shared text (Rose, 2018) in a multimodal manner, and because it is conducted largely in
English. The italicized terminology indicates choices in pedagogic register and language
shift, reviewed in the literature above.

After closing a previous IRF sequence, in Lines 1 and 2 Kenta inquires for knowledge
to focus students on the task of answering what happens if car sharing starts through a
delayed knower (DK1) move, a question he rephrases in both Japanese and English
through intramove language shift in Line 3. A student proposesCO2 as the answer in Line
4, the knowledge of which Kenta qualifies in order to reject it in Line 5, the reasoning for
which he explains in Line 6, “そこに答えは行かない/the answer is elsewhere.” In Line
7, Kenta prepares the students with a second delayed knower (DK1) move to successfully
answer in Line 8, which they do. Kenta returns to English to praise them in Line 9 and
inquires again, changing between moves to L1 Japanese to expand the focus of his
delayed knower move complex in Line 10, and then repeating in L2 English in Line 11. In
Line 12, he clarifies focus with an intermove L1 language shift to inquire for student
reasoning, thus preparing students to successfully display the answer in Line 13, an IRF
cycle repeated in Lines 14 and 15. This brings the students to display together the
reasoning for why car sharing decreases CO2, and demonstrates how, in this instance, the
teacher used triadic dialogue (Nassaji and Wells, 2000) to collaboratively build
knowledge from L1 Japanese into L2 English.

Readers who refer to Appendix A alongside the previous paragraph will notice that this
description puts in prose the coding and transcript organization of pedagogic register and
language shift, rendering them into a single eyeful that can be read in a more congruent
manner than conventional linguistic transcripts. However, only using a fraction of the
total options for pedagogic register presented in Rose (2018), this brief excerpt dem-
onstrates how acts are exchanged via interacts through each move of the pedagogic
exchange (Rose, 2018: 29), leading to successful student displays, and how language shift
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reveals the pedagogic import of the language choices made by teachers and students. This
supports the assertion by Rose (2018) that pedagogic register is applicable to a range of
teaching situations, and that pedagogic register transcription is readily usable by re-
searchers, teachers, and students as well. The next subsection will expand this analysis to
include classroom space and gesture, and the subsequent subsection will build further
upon this brief overview of pedagogic register to look at SG as well.

Multimodality: Classroom space and gesture

This subsection will describe the interpersonal features of classroom space and the
ideational and textual features of gesture found in Appendix B. The italicized terminology
indicates choices in the systems of classroom space and gesture described above.

This multimodal analysis of the excerpt shows how, in the data observed, Kenta often
alternates between the monitoring and authoritative spaces. In the monitoring space,
Kenta moves between student rows and brings students into the classroom text through
deictic, pointing gestures, such as a palm-upward deictic gesture in Line 2, and ensure
their compliance with class activities through his close proximity (Figure 3).

In the authoritative space of standing in front of students, Kenta can utilize the
whiteboard and expound on course materials with maximum visibility to all students.
From Line 4, Kenta demonstrates the use of this shift from monitoring to authoritative
space when he rejects the student’s proposed answer in Line 3, visualizing the location of
the answer he is guiding the students towards with a language correspondent representing
activity of pulling back coterminous with “before that” (Figure 3).

Lines 10 and 11 show the potential for the gesture system outlined in the literature
review to fully describe the semiosis of nonverbal action. Although uttering Line 10,
Kenta visualizes the reasoning he is co-creating with his students through a language
correspondent representing activity in which makes a large upwards than downwards

Figure 3. Kenta pointing to a student with a palm-upward deictic gesture in Monitoring space,
Lines 1 and 2.
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slope with his right hand (Figure 4), and releases the gesture after減れば (if it decreases),
before onset of 何 (what) (Figure 5).

He repeats a similar representing activity in Line 11, making a smaller, narrower crest with
his right hand, repeating the gesture along with his restatement in L2 English. Both repeated
gestures in Lines 10 and 11 demonstrate language correspondent representing activities, akin
to the processes described in the corresponding utterances. How these language corre-
spondent actions might support student learning is described in the next section, on SG.

A final gesture of note that demonstrates both how this teacher enacted his pedagogy
and how the system for gesture described can handle combinations of gesture choices is in
Line 14 (Figure 6).

Here, Kenta points to graphic projected on to the whiteboard showing a crossed-out car
and fuel pump. This starts as a deictic gesture, connecting through the textual meta-
function the oral, image, and gestural texts enacted in this lesson. Kenta then moves the
vector of his outstretched had downwards on “decrease,” making this not only a deictic
but also a language correspondent activity.

So, in addition to the teacher’s use of triadic dialogue to encourage a collective basis of
knowledge with his students, the analysis of Kenta’s use of classroom space and ped-
agogic gesture demonstrates how teachers strategically create classroom space based
upon emergent needs and utilize hand gesture to visualize ideational content. As we will
see in the next section, representing actions such as these can also be shown to unpack
meanings co-present in language through their modulation of SG.

LCT: SG

In the previous subsection on multimodality, the semiotic valence of gesture was de-
scribed though which meaning is made textually, in the case of deictic, pointing gestures,

Figure 4. Onset of stroke for action correspondent to 減れば (if it decreases), Line 10.
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and ideationally, in the case of language correspondent actions. But how might gestures
such as these support student learning? A distinct yet connected analysis of SG in
Appendix B using the translation device in Table 1 can demonstrate this. Following Doran
andMaton (2020), the bolded words in the Appendix B transcript express the SG coded in
the SG column.

As shown in Table 1, SG is visualized on a continuum from greater to lesser context
dependency, with the less context dependent of the two types, symbolics, as well as the
more context dependent, manifests, containing their own respective subtypes. The least
context dependent subtype of symbolics are symbolic conceptuals, which cannot be
physically present and are therefore distant from material context. In Appendix B, only
one utterance (Line 6) was analyzed as a symbolic conceptual because it consists of the
teacher rejecting a student’s answer on the grounds that the correct answer belonged to a
separate symbolic domain, “そこに答えは行かない/the answer is elsewhere.” Symbolic

Figure 5. Release of stroke for action correspondent to 減れば (if it decreases), Line 10.

Figure 6. Deictic to language correspondent activity on onset of "decrease," Line 14. Direction of
action indicated with overlayed arrow.
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materials are more context dependent than symbolic conceptuals because they have the
potential for physical presence. Symbolic materials were the dominant subtype of SG,
comprising nine out of Kenta’s 10 verbal moves. This was because the register Field of his
utterances concerned car sharing and associated topics such as the decrease in the
consumption of natural resources, as described in Lines 10 and 14 and shown in Figures 4,
5, and 6 above, and therefore of atmospheric CO2 that increased car sharing should lead
to, as prompted in Line 14. These topics remain stable within their conceptual domain of
car sharing, yet all these items are potentially physically perceptible. There were fewer
manifest utterances, which depend upon the context of their utterance for their com-
prehensibility, and these were confined to student displays. There were no manifest
intangibles in this excerpt; there were, however, four manifest tangibles, which retain
stability of meaning through their evocation of potential physical context, when stu-
dents displayed the answers in Lines 4 (CO2), 8 (車/cars), 13 (gasoline), and 15 (CO2).
Unlike symbolic materials, all these manifest tangible utterances displayed by the
students obtain their meaning from a potential physical context, rather than from a
symbolic domain.

As discussed above, the SG of Kenta’s utterances in this excerpt is fairly low, with the
teacher expounding in both languages on abstract, symbolic concepts, albeit ones, such as
car sharing and CO2, which are grounded in the context of students’ potential physical
experience, and therefore coded as symbolic materials. The low SG of Kenta’s expla-
nation in this excerpt is modulated in two ways. First, Kenta modulates this low SG
through his gestures in Lines 5, 9, 10, and 14 (Figures 3, 7, and 4, indicated with arrows in
Appendix B) in what Doran and Maton (2020) have proposed as determinate-physicals,
which give greater SG to utterances through gesture. By embodying the decrease in the
number of cars in Lines 10 and 11 (Figures 7 and 4) through his representing actions, for
instance, Kenta makes physical the symbolic concepts he imparts.

Another way that the teacher’s relatively low SG is modulated through dialogic
exchange with his students. For example, Kenta’s delayed primary knower (DK1)
feedback move in Lines 9 and 10, in which he signals the students that he is preparing
them for another knowledge display, decreases SG after the increased SG of the student’s
secondary knower (K2) response in Line 8 to Kenta’s previous DK1move in Line 7. This,
as well as Lines 11–15, demonstrate a mutual modulation of SG between lower SG,
symbolic material teacher prompts and higher SG, manifest tangible student displays
through repeated moves of the teacher rejecting with qualification and then accepting
proposed student answers, as outlined in the prior section on pedagogic register.

Since studies applying SG to a host of pedagogic situations have found that the frequent
modulation of SG through what are called “semantic waves” is connected to greater student
learning (Maton, 2013), we can speculate that teacher gesture such as applied by Kenta in this
instance may also assist students in more concretely grounding concepts that may otherwise
be overly abstract. This also connects with the pedagogic principle of redundancy (Christie,
2002), whereby experiential content is repeated to extend learner’s understanding. Since
repetition in gesture of what teachers express linguistically is a practice that has been found
pedagogically beneficial in second language teaching, particularly of lower proficiency
students (Sueyoshi and Hardison, 2005), further analysis of SG in gesture may prove fruitful
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in understanding how such “waving” occurs in language classrooms, and how it can be better
harnessed by current and future teachers.

Overall findings

The findings for pedagogic register and language shift, classroom space and gesture, and
SG are summarized in Table 2.

The research question asked what the complementary analysis of the same classroom
text through the lenses of pedagogic register, classroom space and gesture, and SG might
reveal regarding knowledge construction within and across modes through the exami-
nation of classroom data from a single teacher. The analysis of pedagogic register, along
with language shift, shows us how the teacher managed his classroom in this brief
segment to prepare students for successful completion of a task and to build shared
knowledge across language choices, as shown in Table 2. Looking at multimodality
systemically reveals how the teacher shifted from the Monitoring to the Authoritative
space in his classroom so that he could ensure their participation in the class and make use
of the visibility and tools made present by the built classroom space as he conducted this
joint construction of knowledge. It also shows how Kenta’s gestures both drew students
and objects into the embodied pedagogic text and represented in gesture the corre-
spondent linguistic meanings of his utterances. Finally, through SG, the two means
through which Kenta and his students modulated the relatively low SG of his utterances is
made apparent. First. the teacher uses representing actions that double as determinate-
physicals and therefore increase the SG of the utterances they accompany. Moreover,
through the mutual modulation of teacher-student delayed primary knower exchanges in
which students’ proposed answers are qualified and then accepted, he facilitates the
building of collective knowledge in the class.

In sum, this paper demonstrates the methodological utility of combining analyses from
the systemic-functional multimodal discourse analysis and LCT. As the above summary
shows, the final analysis of SG depends in part on the prior analyses of pedagogic register
and multimodality, yet it is not reducible to them; it is, in fact, complementary to the
distinct and interrelated examinations of pedagogic register and multimodality. This final,

Figure 7. Language correspondent activity of pulling back coterminous with “before that,” Line 5.
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Table 2. Summary of findings for pedagogic register and language shift, classroom space and
gesture, and semantic gravity in this study.

Move #
Pedagogic register and
language shift Space and gesture Semantic gravity

Moves
1-5

Teacher inquires for
knowledge (Moves
1–3) with intramove
language shift, then
qualifies and rejects
student display
(Moves 4–5)

Teacher moves from
Monitoring to
Authoritative space
with student display
(Moves
1–4). Language
correspondent
activity co-commits
rejection of display
(Move 5).

Symbolic: material
semantic gravity of
teacher utterance
modulated by student
display (Move 4) and
determinate-physical
representing activity
(Move 5).

Moves
6-10

Teacher imparts
reasons for rejection
with intramove
language shift (Move
6), then inquires
again for knowledge
(Move 7). Student
display is successful,
leading to praise and
another inquiry for
knowledge with
interrole then
intramove language
shift (Moves 8-10)

Teacher brings student
(Move 7) and
displayed image
(Move 9) into
classroom text. He
commits language
correspondent
activity (Move 10)
correspondent with
language.

Symbolic: conceptual
semantic gravity of
teacher utterance
modulated by
determinate-physical
representing activity
(Move 6). Symbolic:
material semantic
gravity of teacher
utterances modulated
by determinate-physical
deictics (Moves 7 and 9),
student display (Move
8), and determinate-
physical representing
activity (Move 10)

Moves
11-15

Teachers inquires for
knowledge (Move
11) and prepares
reasoning with
intermove language
shift (Move 12) for
successful student
display (Move 12) for
successful student
display (Move 13),
with successful co-
construction of
answer to initial
query, after
repetition (Move
14), displayed in
Move 15.

Teacher commits
activities (Move 11
and 12)
correspondent to
concomitant
language. Deictic in
Move 14 transforms
into language
correspondent
activity with shift of
movement vector.

Symbolic: conceptual
semantic gravity of
teacher utterances
modulated by student
display (Move 13) and
determinate-physical
representation activities
(Move 11, 12, and 14)
and deictics (Move 14)
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novel contribution demonstrates a potentially productive synthesis between these theories
that should be replicated more widely across teaching and other contexts.

Limitations and conclusions

As stated in the introduction, this paper is a preliminary analysis of one small segment of
classroom talk and action to show the application of SF-MDA and the LCT dimension of
Semantics, and SG specifically, to Japanese secondary EFL classroom data. It is only a
preliminary study, and it omits semantic density as well as the LCT dimension of
Autonomy (Maton and Howard, 2020), both of which will be examined in later research.
This investigation also does not include the mode of gaze (Amundrud, 2019), which will
be examined in further work that will include analyses of other excerpts from Kenta’s
data, as well as data from different teacher-participants.

In closing, the present paper points to the robustness of the analytic tools at hand for
looking at pedagogy and multimodality in multilingual settings. From the ready appli-
cation of pedagogic register to the system network for gesture currently developed and the
application of groundbreaking work on SG to classroom gesture, this study demonstrates
the potential of the systemic and functional multimodal analysis with LCT to be used
together as analytic tools for investigating second and foreign language classrooms. It
further shows the analytic and explanatory potential for pedagogic register as a means to
uncover classroom pedagogy, and further advances systemic and functional multimodal
spatial and gestural analysis as a means through the ways space and gesture mean can be
further examined. Most importantly, it shows how redundant meanings that repeat ex-
periential content through gesture modulate the SG of concurrent language. Despite these
findings, further work remains necessary to examine how they may point to improvements
in teaching itself, particularly how looking at how and in what way gestures, space, and
other modes co-create pedagogy, and what teachers can learn to do more explicitly to help
their learners learn.
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Appendix A

Transcript with pedagogic register analysis and language shift

# Speaker Transcript Ex Interact Act Phase Lang. Shift

1 K So, what –what does –what
– the number of what

DK1 Inquire Knowledge Focus

2 K (Nonverbal) decrease if we
start car sharing?

3 K 何が減る?/What GA
decrease-inf/What
decreases? …If we start
car sharing

DK1 Inquire Knowledge Focus Intramove
language
shift

4 S CO2 K2 Display Display Propose
5 K CO2, okay, [Ø what

decreases] before that?
DK1 Qualify Knowledge Reject

6 K そこに答えは行かな
い。/There NI answer
WA go-neg-inf./The
answer is elsewhere

K1 Impart Reasoning Reject Intermove
language
shift

7 K 普通にシェアリング始め
たら || まず何が減

る...一番?/Usual NI
sharing start COND.tara
first what GA decrease-
inf....first./Usually, if you
start sharing something,
what decreases...first?

DK1 Inquire Knowledge Prepare

8 S 車/Car/Cars K2 Display Display Propose

(continued)
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(continued)

# Speaker Transcript Ex Interact Act Phase Lang. Shift

9 K Excellent! the number of
car decreased || and
then…

DK1 Praise/
repeat/
inquire

Teacher
evaluation

Affirm Interrole
language
shift

10 K 車の台数が減れば ||...何
が減る?/Car NO
machine number GA
decrease
COND.ba...what GA
decrease-inf./If the
number of cars
decreases...what else
decreases?

DK1 Inquire Knowledge Focus Intermove
language
shift

11 K What does this –what – the
amount of what
decreased?

DK1 Inquire Knowledge Focus Intermove
language
shift

12 K 車、乗らへんねんか
ら。/Car ride-neg-inf-
kansai BND.because./If
people aren’t using cars

DK1 Inquire Reasoning Prepare Intermove
language
shift

13 S Gasoline K2 Display Display Propose
14 K Gasoline, right. Then, the –

the – the amount of
gasoline or natural
resources decreased ||
and then...finally?

DK1 Inquire Knowledge Focus

15 S CO2 K2 Display Display Propose

Appendix B

Transcript with classroom space, gesture, and semantic gravity

# Speaker Transcript Ex Class space Gesture SG

1 K So, what – what does –
what – the number of
what

DK1 Monitoring 3 - symbolic:
material

2
→

K (Nonverbal) decrease if
we start car sharing?

Deictic to student

3 K 何が減る?/What GA
decrease-inf/What
decreases? …If we
start car sharing

DK1 3 - symbolic:
material

(continued)
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(continued)

# Speaker Transcript Ex Class space Gesture SG

4 S CO2 K2 Authoritative 1 - manifest:
Tangible

5
→

K CO2, okay, [Ø what
decreases] before
that?

DK1 Language
correspondent
activity of pulling
back coterminous
with “before that”

3 - symbolic:
material

6 K そこに答えは行かな
い。/There NI
answer WA go-neg-
inf./The answer is
elsewhere

K1 4 - symbolic:
Conceptual

7 K 普通にシェアリング
始めたら || まず何
が減る...一番?/Usual
NI sharing start
COND.tara first
what GA decrease-
inf....first./Usually, if
you start sharing
something, what
decreases...first?

DK1 Left hand deictic,
pointing to
student in front
on 一番 (first)

3 - symbolic:
material

8 S 車/Car/Cars K2 1 - manifest:
Tangible

9
→

K Excellent! the number of
car decreased || and
then…

DK1 Deictic to displayed
projected image

3 - symbolic:
material

10
→

K 車の台数が減れば
||...何が減る?/Car
NO machine number
GA decrease
COND.ba...what GA
decrease-inf./If the
number of cars
decreases...what else
decreases?

DK1 Language
correspondent
activity

3 - symbolic:
material

11 K What does this – what –
the amount of what
decreased?

DK1 Language
correspondent
activity

3 - symbolic:
material

(continued)
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(continued)

# Speaker Transcript Ex Class space Gesture SG

12 K 車、乗らへんねんか
ら。/Car ride-neg-
inf-kansai
BND.because./If
people aren’t using
cars

DK1 Language
correspondent
activity,
mimicking driving
a car

3 - symbolic:
material

13 S Gasoline K2 1 - manifest:
Tangible

14
→

K Gasoline, right. Then,
the – the – the
amount of gasoline or
natural resources
decreased || and
then...finally?

DK1 Deictic to displayed
image that
becomes a
language
correspondent
activity with onset
of “decrease”

3 - symbolic:
material

15 S CO2 K2 1 - manifest:
Tangible
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